
fabric of our identities—are constantly being reviewed, 
looped, and reconstructed. Leckey demonstrates in Dream 
English Kid that these seemingly idiosyncratic inner lives 
can be manufactured and reproduced just like anything else.

Back to GreenScreenRefrigerator, in which the idea of an 
inner life is key. To reiterate: The Samsung devices of this 
installation talk. Rather, just one of them talks—the “smart” 
refrigerator explains its cooling process to you in a digitized 
voice that streams through various other devices. A 
transcript of the refrigerator’s monologue scrolls across the 
led panel: “memories,” “it’s so cold in the dark,” “here all of 
us are still,” “I liken myself to other things,” “best before best 
before best before.” Funny and melancholic, poetic and 
practical all at once, the refrigerator’s words imply that not 
only is the machine aware of itself, but it harbors the same 
basic fears and desires that plague humanity: The poor 
Samsung wants to feel connected to something else and it 
frets over its mortality.

In a related 2010 performance, GreenScreenRefrigeratorAction, 
Leckey donned a green screen suit and huffed Freon so as to 
insert his body into the installation and equate himself with 
the refrigerator. For a moment, he was perhaps more machine 
than man: He figuratively erased his human form and 
literally processed the same chemicals as the fridge. He also 
found himself high as kite, so his ability to reason—the 
trusty Enlightenment-born benchmark of humanness—was 
questionable, too.

Given that huffing coolant isn’t exactly safe, I assume 
that Leckey risked his health—if not his life—in the quest to 
reveal our codependent relationship with machines. In ps1’s 
presentation of GreenScreenRefrigerator, the suit and 
coolant canister from the 2010 performance are on display. 
Alongside the myriad other devices, they remain static: mere 
markers of a man. Leckey may not be our era’s Quixote but 
instead its Sancho Panza, whose everyman’s wisdom and 
self-sacrificing actions offer the closest thing to reason in an 
unreasonable world.  

—Margaret Carrigan

from left:
Mark Leckey
installation 
view of 
UniAddDumThs, 
2014, at 
moma ps1.

Mary Dewitt
Rose Dinkins, 
2016. Oil on 
mylar, 36 x 48 in.
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Mary Dewitt 
Painted Bride Art Center, Philadelphia // November 4–December 2, 2016

a woman’s voIce is faintly audible in 
the Painted Bride Art Center’s first-floor 
gallery. It belongs to Avis Lee, an 
inmate at the State Correctional 
Institution in Cambridge Springs, 
Pennsylvania, and she is recounting her 
testimony for the crime that led to her 
34-year-long incarceration.

“Portraits and Abstractions” presents 
two aesthetically contrasting 
representations of a single theme. One is 
a series of portraits of women who have 
either been incarcerated, or worked at 
SCIs, presented in the lower-level gallery 
alongside explanatory video works; the 
other is a series of abstract paintings 
shown in the upstairs gallery. Varying in 
size and orientation, the non-figurative 
works are each manipulations of a 
similar shade like pink or blood red, with 
the brushwork and shifts in tone 
conveying both calmness and chaos. 
Fleshy abstractions entitled Ghetto and 
Cul-de-sac mirror the warm, skin-toned 
color palettes of Dewitt’s portraits.  The 
seemingly disparate, twofold collection 
reveals itself to be unexpectedly cohesive. 

Alongside the portraits, a single 
screen plays a loop of eight videos, 
showing progress shots of each portrait 
from inception to completion set to 
audio recordings of the women’s 
testimonies. Cropping each portrait 

either below the neck or the shoulders, 
Dewitt uses text, sometimes written in 
straight lines and other times curved 
around the side of the face, to frame her 
figures. The first likeness one encounters 
is that of Cyd Berger, whose gaze cast 
from red-lined eyes looks towards text 
painted into the work, which reads: 
“When you look at us, think of a mirror 
image of yourself.  We’re no different.” 
The only subject to be drawn with 
closed eyes, Teri Smallwood, is adorned 
with more text than any in the series.  
Framed in cadmium, the words “A 
modern style of the same abuse” are 
painted beside her chin. Not merely an 
embellishment, Smallwood’s words 
allude to the recent public awakening 
regarding the stigma of incarceration.

Dewitt’s portraits maintain a striking 
physicality—placing a larger-than-life 
face directly in front of yours. Offset by 
the spiritual, nonrepresentational 
nature of her abstractions, the gravity 
of this former body of work is 
reinforced. Encountering first the 
portraits on the ground floor with their 
allegorical doubles suspended above is 
apt. Though exquisite works of color 
and layered brushwork, they’re not 
quite as reachable—nor as physical—
as the faces met upon arrival.     

—Leah Rosenzweig
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